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the endowment of the Southern Review, a highly intellec-
tual quarterly of criticism published at the State University
from 1935 to 1942.
The Reader's Digest, a pocket-sized monthly with a quar-
ter-million subscribers at the start of this era, was approach-
ing seven or eight million copies by its close, including for-
eign-language and Braille editions* This was the largest
magazine circulation ever known. Its success arose partly
from the Depression—when families unable to subscribe to
several magazines adopted this all-purpose one—and partly
from its practice of skimming the cream, or at least condens-
ing the milk, of other publications. Its fare ranged from
articles in quest of the silver lining or the larger hope, to gay
life stories by the halt and blind, mingled with yarns about
intelligent dogs and chipmunks and sedately off-color jokes
such as one might hear after the breaking-up of a ministerial
association. In the latter thirties the editors began increasingly
to publish original pieces and to ' 'plant*' others elsewhere for
the purpose of culling them; it started likewise to compress
full-length novels and nonfiction works in the manner which
Omnibook also popularized.
The book trade, severest sufferer in the publishing field,
saw its total production of new titles fall from nearly a
quarter-billion copies in 1929 to slightly more than a hun-
dred million in 1933 before the flow gradually resumed
Dollar reprints of best sellers, begun a quarter-century before,
gathered momentum in the Star and Blue Ribbon series, with
drug and cigar-store sales almost matching those through
bookshops. Tapping a still greater potential market, Robert
F. de Graff, former publisher of Blue Ribbon Books,
launched in 1939 Pocket Books, furnishing full texts of
classics and quondam best sellers in convenient miniature size
at twenty-five cents. Sold at news stands, drug stores and
aboard trains and ferries, casually boijght, read, swapped or
abandoned, they neatly fitted the mobility of hotel-room and

